At its heart, Walk Upright is an album about community and
isolation; about that feeling when you’re certain that there’s
something better out there, but you’ve no idea how to find it. It
brims with rage at the pointless pettiness that sometimes threatens
to drag us all under, and with the sort of overwhelming love that you
worry might just break your heart.
It’s hooky as anything as well – boasting the best keyboard lines
that Elvis Costello’s Attractions never wrote, and the sort of
gleefully skewed magpie-pop smarts that made Super Furry
Animals, Beck and Urusei Yatsura such a buzz, way back when.
These are songs that deserve to be sung along to.
It all kicks off with Trash Wave: a beach, a rotting carcass and a
single synth note held just too long for comfort. “It can’t have been
real, it can’t have been real” repeats vocalist Dee McGruddy over
squalls of guitar, willing a fetid memory from her mind.
For much of what follows, the noise of the city is inescapable –
along with the teeth-grinding frustration and gallows humour that
goes with it: “I say to my girlfriend, we should move to Berlin,” sings
Denis Liam Osborne on Paint it White, “But we’ll never fucking get
there, ‘cos of the fucking state I’m in.”
But in gentler moments, the band reveal a gift for creating proper
soul music. Wasting My Time is about a love nurtured over a
lifetime, with a fiercely tender saxophone solo by Alex Nicoll (Bozo
Zoo) marking out the decades in between. Blackbird Sing tells a
troubling tale of rows witnessed through a window. When Osborne
hits the final high note, keening “What you saw/don’t happen
anymore,” he might be pleading with the blackbirds outside, or with
himself.
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